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Abstract -- 

Design cunslderation of a double HF system for 
Landau damping of a longitudinal instability 
is presented. Experimental results of the sys- 
tem constructed in SOH-RING are briefly des- 
cribed together with an analysis of Robinson 
lnstabillty additionally induced in the system. 

Introduction 

A longitudinal coupled bunch instability 
induced in SOR-RI’VG increases the bunch length 
and transverse width of the electron beam, and 
accompan i es a slow fluctuation of the peak 
current of the beam bunch and also of the syn- 
chro tron radiation. ‘1 In order to suppress the 
instabll ty by Landau damping an additional 
cavity with ttle second harmonic RF frequency 
was installed. The lnstabili ty was really sup- 
pressed by the double RF system, but this suc- 
cess was limited below a beam current about 30 
mA. Above this current another phase instabi- 
lity was induced, which can be explained by 
Robinson instability. The second instab] Ii ty 
was suppressed by a phase feedback in the 
double RF system up to a beam current of 1 1 0 
rnAa2) In this paper are presented the design 
principle of the double RF system and the 
analysis of the Robinson instability. 

Design Consideration of Double RF System .___ -.----- 

In SOR-RING the bunch lengthening due to 
a longitudinal instabillty follows a one fifth 
power of the beam current I. This can be 
rxp 1 a i ned by the ballance of the growth rate 
of the instability and [Landau damping due to 
synchrotron frequency spread Aw,. The growth 
rate is given by 

O(g=kl/A3 (1) 

where k is a constant prOpOrtiOna t0 Coupling 
impedance and A the half bunch length. The 
Landau dampIng is given by 

dL r(AWs/4);(2/3)~S(A/LRF)2 (2) 

where LRF is the wavelength of RF frequency. 

AW 
Synchro tron frequency in double RF system 
is extremely increased, and the threshold 

cu?$ent In this system lthL is determined by 

1 tm” th =(3/8)(aWsL/Ws)(A L/A0~3il,~~~/Ao? (3) 

where A0 is the bunch length at the threshold 
current I 

‘51 
without the Landau cavity. Thus, 

the thresh0 d current in the double RF system 
can be calculated if we know the synchrotron 
frequency spread AWsL and bunch length AL. 

Electrons make synchrotron oscillation in 
the following potential (see Fig.]) 

gm= 
.I 

&To) Ce”CC5-U~d~’ (4) 
D 

Fig.1 Approximate form of potential p(t). 

where& is the momentum compaction factor, E 
the beam energy, ‘1‘ the revolution period, V(I) 
the total RF vol taze and U the radiation ener- 
gY. The oscillation frequency is determined by 

l/rup& _ 
s 

G. -l/z 

-L 
[2($,-E;(Z))l dt (5) 

Here 3, is a modified electron energy, which 
takes the following range from the bottom of 
the potential 

o< H,c2to( o-,/m2 (6) 

with FE the natural energy spread. The bunch 
1 ength A 
maximum e ergy k 

q c( &- LI )/2 1s determined by the 
j?,,,,. 

RF voltage in the double RF sys tern is 
given by 

V(t)=Vcsin(U)Rijt+ ~s)+VclSin(nU)HFt+~I.) (7) 

where V 
i n mai n s,~“?a~~~u”~~v~:~, petidca~’ tyanioA t TEz 
RF frequency and harmonic number, Rrespective- 
1Y. The largest spread in synchrotron freque- 
ncy can be obtained by the condition, 
(dV(t)/dt)t=O=O; 

vccos ~s+nVcl,cos QIL:o (8) 

The potential z(r) defined by (4) becomes 

~(~)=(D(/ETo)((eVc/c*)HF)Ccos~s-cos(WRFt+~s)l 
(9) 

+cev CL/l7 %F )Ccns~L-cos(nWHFt+Q1~)l) 

In SOR-RING the radiation energy is U=O.72 
keV/ turn at 308 MeV and the main cavity vol- 
tage is V =20-25 kV to provide a sufficiently 
1 ong Tougchek lifetime, so that +,‘O. In 
the double RF system we choose $L”=-G to get 
the widest frequency spread. Then for LvRFT- 
<<l, we find 

~(~)=(D(/ETo)~~e”c/2~RF)~UIRF~)~~1-”vcL /Vc)-UT2) (10) 

and the condition (8) becomes 

Vc%lV 
CL 

(11) 
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‘I bus, the potential j!jCI 1 is nearly flat at 
the bottom of the potential. 

‘The synchrotron frequency at each value 
of 

4 
in the range of (6) was calculated nume- 

rrca ly usrng the potential (IO) for different 
harmonic number n, from which we get the fre- 
quency spread Au 

"i 
as we1 I as the bunch length 

A 
ttr;. 

T h e threshn d current was estrmated by 
These are summerized in Fig.2. In case of 

n=2 the bunch length is the longest and twice 
of that without the Landau cavity, and the 
threshold current becomes very high. To make 
Touschek lifetime as long as possible after 
damp1 ng the longitudinal instability we have 
selected the harmonic number n=2. 
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P’ig.2 Calculated synchrotron frequency spread 
LlW 

tth 
SL’ bunch length A and thresh0 1 d currrn t 

for Iongi tudinal” instabr 1 i ty in 
double fik’ system. 

the 

Experiment 

A block diagram of the double KI” system is 
shown in k’ig.9. The cavity voltage V and V 
can be kept constant by feedback IaSps, an “k 
the generator voltages v 
transmitters, can also eea~~n~s~n~e~:r~~fdU~~ 
of cir,culators. In this experiment the tiltret‘s 
tn the cavities were adJusted manually. ‘The 
phase af v 

+L k 
rn the I.andau cave ty can be 

control led by g ing a ballanced mrxer with 
respect to the phases of the beam bunch and 
generator voltage. 

When t tr e phase of v 
the up t i mum phase p ,-Z--” TL ::S: ?:‘,Ai::“u”di nii;’ 

rnstabili ty was suppressed as expected ; t h e 
coherent modes and the slow fluctuation of the 
beam bunch wet-e suppressed. Rut this success 
was lrmi ted below a beam current about 30 mA. 
Above this current the beam bunch sliiped away 
f ram the optimum phase wi th a s i mu1 taneous 
deformatlun of total voltage as s h CC) w n in 
f’ig.4. In thts SI tuation the I-andau damping is 
no longer effective to suppress the longrtudi- 
nal rnstabr I t ty. 

I‘0 overcome this drflrcui ty r t is neces- 

sary to lock tne + by the phase feedback. 
‘Then the l~~ngtiud~nkil instability Was SUP- 
pressed’ up to a beam current of 110 mA. com- 
pared with the ~ni tral threshold current of 
D.24 mA at 308 Rev. In spite of the sub- 
stantlal increase of the t h I‘ e s h o 1 d current , 
thrs 1s not yet suffrcrent for practical use. 

05c 

Fig.3 block diagram of double HF system. 

Above the threshold current 110 mA the 
phase feedback is not sufficient to keep the 
optimum phase, and the beam bunch fluctuates a 
little around the optimum phase at about the 
maxi mum frequency of the band width in the 
phase feedback I oop. ‘The phase shift becotttes 
faster with increasrng the beam current, so 
that it becomes harder to keep the optimum 
phase at a higher beam current. 

Kobinson Instabilrty in Double KF System .- --. 

There are two kinds of Kobinson instabi- 
lity in a bunched beam. The first kind 1s in- 
duced by a dynamrc interaction of coherent 
synchro tron oscillation modes wi th a sharp 
coupling impedance of RF cavrty. The stabrlity 
condition above transition energy is deter- 
mined by 
follows, 3) 

the tuning angle of the cavity as 

Y (0 (12) 

The angle is 
where Q 

defined as tan’$=-2QL(Wflp- Wr)/Urr 
and w are the loaded Q and resonant 

frequenldy of thE cavity, respectrvely. 

The second kind instabrlrty is rnduced by 
the relation of revolutron period for a change 
of energy gain of the bunched beam. Stability 
is obtained when the beam bunch locates on the 
decreasing phase of the generator vol tage,3s4) 

dVp;/dtcO VI- 0~ Q,< iL c 13 1 

He r’e 
8, IS 

taken WI th respect to t tt e beam 

bunch. ‘l‘h e condo tron (13) implIes that t h e 
stabilrty 1s obtarncd rf the vector 0 f the 
generating voltage V locates on the upper 
half plane of the phasg dragt,am. 

-x _ 
Fig. 4 i’h~~sr sl rp of beam bunch above a thres- 

h 0 1 d current for tiobi nson instabrlity. The 
f rgur-c shows the total C’II I tnge and beam bunch 
rn time derrvatrve. a:unstable, b,c:stablc 
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becomes harder-. 

In the above analysis we have assumed 
that the tuning angles 
to v and Yk 9;; t ;;f;; ;;: avoid the first kind Rnbinso 
But we can safely make yL positive; since the 
instability is induced by coherent interaction, 
it can be damped by Landau damping due to the 
1 arge frequency spread produced by the double 
RF system. Figure 6 represents an example of 
the phase diagram for positive 
that 

y . 
the beam bunch is stable eve k 

It shows 
at a beam 

current of 160 mA. Further increase of the 
tuning angle increases the threshold current 
for the second kind instabilIty up to 300 mA. 

If we reduce V gl to zero, or the Landau 
cavity is used as a Passive cavity, the second 
kind instability can be stable at any beam 
current . But in this case the angle and magni- 
tude of the cavity voltage V 
by the bt?aJJJ Current are not 8kCeSSarJy optimum 

(=VbL’, determined 

for Landau damping of the longitudinal insta- 
bility. It is noted that positive detuning 
does not lengthen the beam bunch, but reduces 
it, which has been confirmed in BESSY.6) 

b-i g. 5 Phase diagram of generated voltage V , 

&.;age’n;ucedv ““y;; ~~;pe~~Lt”an:heCavjqy 

cul,rent -F’ . lik 
beam 

e same JIlJJJIber on the 
satisfy the”equi librium condition (15). 

curves 

In the double RF system the stability is 
de termi ned by lhe change of total 
vol tage. 5, 

generator 

d(VK+V 
RL 

)/dt<O or VpnQ: +nv 
e EL 

sin + k?L 
>O (14) 

‘lhis implies that for the stability the vector 
sum V + nT 
plane &f 

should locate on the upper half 
the ‘iTi agram. 

Meanwh i 1 e, the radiation energy of elec- 
tron beam is compensated by accelerating Hk 
voltage Va, 

U~~‘V,‘Vg”“S c#yVb”OSy-+V&]~cOs fyvbLcosyL (15 1 

'I h 11 s , for‘ a given set of parameters, V ,V 
Vb’ v 
quely “k’ t”;;;edv~’ 

the phase diagram i!? ug$l 
e f?J y a free parameter r$ 01 

Q: . The cavity voltage V and V 
de$brmlned uniquely by the rglation 

aregals 
CLT =v +p 

and r -9 +T . ‘Then the stabi Ii ty o? ifistgL 
blli t$“cafiLbebketermined by substituting these 
parameters into lnequlity t14), or by seeing 
whether the vector sum vg+2P locates on the 
upper half plane. a 

Figure 5 represents a numerical example of 
the phase dlngram at a beam current of 40 mA 
for’ the parameters given in the figure. The 
same numbers on the curves satisfy the equili- 
br i urn condition (15). The f i gu re indicates 
that the states 2- c L 8 are unstable because the 

;y;;;y s;;iyg+2yp$ locates on the lower ha1 f 
states 1&2 and Y-10 are 

stable. If we put the beam bunch on the state 
6, for Instance, it moves toward the state 2 
or 8 until it comes to a stable point indi- 
cated with closed circles. rhis accompanies 
simul taneus deformation of total voltage as 
shown in Fig.4. At a lower current the vector 
sum 7 +27 can be located on the upper 
plane &f tfi!? diagram, 

half 
so that the phase slip 

does not occur. Above the threshnld current 
the vector sum locates on the lower half plane 
and goes Iower and lower as the beam current 
1 ncrenses. Consequent!y, the Robinson instabi- 
1 i ty becomes stronger and the phase feedback 

Conclusion 

In the double RF system we can produce a 
very 1 arge spread in synchrotron frequency, 
which increases the threshold current of a 
coherent longitudinal instability. However, 
Robinson instabi 11 ty addi tinnally induced li- 
mi ts the threshold current. The thresh0 Id 
current of Robinson instability can be in- 
creased considerably by selecting posi t ive 
detuning in Landau cavity. 

5-5 R-0.5 LW 

Fig.6 Phase diagram for positive detuning yL 
in Landau cavity. 
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